Simplifai uses artificial intelligence
to keep traffic moving

According to a study by the European Environment Agency,
cars account for around 25 percent of total carbon dioxide
emissions. While emissions have reduced from individual cars
due to design improvements, this has been negated by the
steady increase in traffic. Meeting future carbon budgets
and the UK’s 2050 target to reduce emissions by at least
80% of 1990 levels will require reducing domestic emissions
by at least 3% per year. This will require existing progress
to be supplemented by more challenging measures and the
UK must innovate to find new ways of combatting carbon
emissions. Many hope the efficiency benefits of connected
car technology will reduce the environmental impact.
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Simplifai uses artificial intelligence to keep traffic moving

Simplifai is an artificial intelligence system that also

Professor McClusky from University of Huddersfield says:

uses the Internet of Things, created by Simplifai Systems

“Artificial Intelligence is providing
a tool for transport operators so they
can deal with extremely complicated
situations more quickly. In just a few
seconds it can produce strategies
composed of hundreds of different
timings at traffic signals.”

Limited in collaboration with KAM Futures and the
University of Huddersfield. The connected transportation
management system seeks to address the issues of
congestion and pollution. It’s a new form of urban
mobility management system based on artificial
intelligence and suitable for use as a smart city solution
to improve reliability of transport networks and integrate
autonomous vehicles into city transport. The project was
awarded more than £850,000 by Innovate UK as part
of its First of a Kind Competition, to roll out a test of
the innovative system in Manchester, its first
commercial deployment.

Artificial Intelligence
AI systems are particularly useful during extreme, unplanned or non-recurrent scenarios, like crashes or lane
closures, where many decisions need to be made quickly
in order to avoid traffic congestion. A human operator
isn’t capable of processing all the data inputs necessary
and will struggle with the simultaneous monitoring and
decision-making of multiple, rapidly-changing situations.
Humans are also subject to emotions such as panic which
could lead to dangerous mistakes.
Artificial Intelligence on the other hand can process
multiple, changing, data inputs and are designed to
make rational decisions. Professor McClusky continues:

“Under normal conditions, existing
traffic management and traffic signals
are not too bad, but it is very difficult
for managers when normal conditions
aren’t met, for example when
Manchester United are playing at
Old Trafford, or when an inner ring
road link is closed due to an accident.
Or there might be bottlenecks that
occur relatively frequently and you
want to try and alleviate them.”
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